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A Note on Pooled Sample Estimators 
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Abstract 
We examine the relationships among the estimators of each sample and the pooled sample. We 
demonstrate that after allowing different constant terms， the covari回 cematrix of the estimators of the 
pooled sample is smaller than those of each sample. 
1. Introduction 
When data sets that combine time series and cross sections訂eavailable， panel estimationαn 
control heterogeneity across units using fixed effects. Thus， estimation can consider the endogenei-
ty of the explanatory variables. However， itis often the叩sein economics that insufficient time-
series data are available， while cross-sectional data are abundant--or vice versa. Furthermore， there 
may exist time-invariant data among the explanatory variables. In such cases， itis difficult to apply 
panel estimation. Should we estimate separate regressions for each sample or a single regression for 
the pooled sample? 
We examine the relationships among the estimators of each sample and the pooled sample theo-
retically. We demonstrate that after allowing different constant terms， the covariance matrix of esti-
mators of the pooled sample is smaller than those of each sample. Thus， we should use a pooled 
sample. Moreover， ifwe assume a common constant term， the covariance matrix of the estimators 
with the same constant term is smaller than that with different constant terms. 
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2. Estimators of each sample and the pooled sample 
We consider the following regression of a pooled sarnple: 
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where 
B，三(sc. sc.S， 
B isa kx1 vector of pararneters， y， and Yb are nx1 vectors of explained variables， X.and Xb are nxk 
matrices of explanatory variables， and I isan nx1 vector in which al elernents紅e1. We assurne that 
(e; eb')' -N(O，a21). 1 isa 2nx2n identity rna町1X.‘indicatesthe住anspose.
The ordinary least squares (OLS) estirnator of (1) using the pooled sarnple is written as:1) 
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where 
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Given the true variance of the error terrns， the covariance rnatrix of the estirnator written in (2) 
becornes: 
σ2(;:;:) (3) 
Next， the OLS estirnator of (1) using each sarnple is written as: 
ほ)=(;:;:)(JU (4) 
where i=a， b. 
1) See， forexarnple， Greene (193) for the inverse of partitioned matrices. 
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In addition， we have: 
D1 11 E +ー_!:. ;dX，y-1X:I .
n n-
D12 = -~z'X川 1 三 D21'，
n 
D22 = Vj-1 
The covariance matrix of the estimator written in (4) becomes: 
4:;:) (5) 
Using (2) and (4)， we have the following relationship between the estimators: 
自=(Va+ Vb)ー1(VaBa + Vb邑b)" (6) 
That is， the estimator of the explanatory variables obtained企omthe pooled sample is equal to the 
weighted average of those obtained仕omeach sample， where the weight is the ratio of the covari-
ance matrix of the pooled sample to that of each sample . 
Using (3) and (5)， we have the following relationships between the covariance matrices of the es・
tlmators: 
均r(sc，i)> Var(sc.i (7) 
均r(Bj)>均r(B)， (8) 
because 丸+Vb-Vjbecomes a positive definite matrix for i=a， b . 
The variance of the constant term estimator of the pooled sample is smaller than those of each 
sample.. Moreover， the covariance matrix of the explanatory variable estimators of the pooled sample 
is also smaller than those of each sample.. Thus， we should use a pooled sample as long as there is 
no structural change among the explanatory variables .
Finally， we assume the same constant term in the regression of a pooled sample: 
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The OLS estimator of (9) is represented as: 
(;)=(:;:;:)(ぷ斗) (10) 
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1 1. ( 1 i2 
圭一+1ー い'(X.+ Xb)W-1(X. + Xb)'I， 2n ~ 2n ) • - .-
E12 ==-~→'(Xa + Xb)W-1 = E21'， 
L.n 
E22三 w-I，
W 呈==X九 +X品 J岳ム一ベ(αXa+はX丸b川)'灼1
4孟~n
Given the true variance of the error terms， the covariance matrix of the estimator written in (10) 
becomes: 
σ2(:;:) (11) 
Using (3) and (11)， we have the following relationship: 
w -(Va + Vb) = ~(X. -Xb)'II'(X. -Xb). 
乙n
(12) 
Eq. (12) is a positive definite matrix. Therefore， we obtain: 
均r(B)> Var(B). (13) 
The covariance matrix with different constant terms is larger than that with the same constant 
term. This implies that the covariance matrix with the same constant term in the pooled sample is 
smaller than those of each sample. Note that these results require the assumption of a common con・
stant term. 
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